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BEREZNAK MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA 94040
(650) 903-2264 (Telephone)

(650) 903-2280 (Facsimile)
A LIMITED LIABILITY
PARTNERSHIP INCLUDING
LAW CORPORATIONS

FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL SHEET (TRANSMITTAL TO USPTO)
Deliver to: K. Pinknev

Firm Name: U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
Fax Number: (703) 308-6642 Telephone No.:

From: Bradley J, Bereznak (Reg. No, 33.474 )

Date: May 09, 2005 Time: 2:20 p.m. PPT
Operator: _crb Matter: 073600.P020D

Number of pages including cover sheet: 5

In Re Patent Application of: Kubota, K.

Application No.: 09/990740832 Filed: Nov, 21. 2001

For: Magnetic Head Device, And Method Of Its Manufacture

Enclosed are the following documents: Dear Ms, Pinknev. In accordance with our

phone conversation earlier today, attached are copy of pages 5. .9, 11. and 12 from the

original specification for the above case.

Please call rne. if vou have anv questions or should require anything further. Thank vou

for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Bradley J. Bereznak

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSMISSION
I hereby certify that this correspondence is being facsimile transmitted to the Patent and Trademark Office

on:

Date of Transmission May 09. 200ft __
Bradley Bereznak

(Typed or printed name of person transmitting paper)

(Signature of person transmitting paper)

CONFIDENTIALITY NDTF
The documents accompanying this facsimile transmission contain information from the law firm of Burgess & Bereznak, LLP that is

confidential or privileged. The information Is Intended to be for the use of the individual or entity named on this transmission sheet.
If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the contents of this faxed
Information is prohibited. If you have received this facsimile In error, please notify us by telephone immediately so that we can
arrange for the retrieval of the original documents at no cost to you.

THE OPERATOR NAM^O ABOVE
CULTY lN RECEMNG ™E AB0VE PAGES

-
PLEASE CALL (650) 903-2264 AND ASK FOR

(Rev. 04/23/05)
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention detailed illustrated by way of example and

not limitation in the accompanying figures.

Figure 1 is an expanded cross-sectional diagram of principal parts

5 of a magnetic head device of one embodiment of this invention.

Figure 2 is a cross-sectional diagram of the same magnetic head

device,

Figure 3 is an expanded plane diagram of the magnetoresistance

effect element of the same magnetic head device,

1

0

Figure 4 is a plane diagram of the state of formation by layering in

a lattice array of numerous thin film magnetic head elements on a wafer

surface, in the manufacturing process of the same magnetic head device,

Figure 5 is an expanded diagram of Figure 4 ,

Description of Symbols

15 1 Magnetic head device

2 Substrate (slider)

3 Thin film magnetic head element

4 Reproduction element part (magnetoresistance effect head)

5 Magnetoresistance effect element

20 R Magnetically degenerated layer

^5-
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in the thin film magnetic head element containing the magnetoresistance

effect element, without the MR element stripe height becoming too thin.

And it is thought that, with respect to the magnetically degenerated layer,

the nearer to the surface layer part, the greater is the machining strain, so

5 that by removing the surface layer part, the output characteristic is greatly

improved.

In the present invention, which is based on this knowledge, a

method of manufacture of a magnetic head device with a thin film

magnetic head element formed by layering on a side surface of a slider,

10 including a process of forming by layering on a side surface of a slider a

thin film magnetic head element having a magnetic reproduction element

part principally comprised of a magnetoresistance effect element, and a

process of polishing the side surface of the magnetic head device

opposing the magnetic recording media, is characterized by the inclusion

15 of a process, after the aforementioned polishing process, in which dry

etching is used to remove material in a region containing at least the

component layers of the aforementioned magnetic reproduction element

part on the surface opposing the magnetic recording media, until a depth

of 1/30 or greater but less than 1/10 the stripe height of the

20 magnetoresistance effect element immediately after the polishing process.

In this way, if the etching depth is determined as a proportion of the stripe

height, using, for example, some convenient means of stripe height
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head for reproduction and an inductive head for recording, when using

aluminum nitride or similar as the material comprising the reproduction

magnetic gap layer of the magnetoresistance effect head, and when using

silicon oxide, tantalum pentoxide, a beryllium-copper alloy or similar as the

5 material comprising the recording magnetic gap layer of the inductive

head, these component materials have, compared with alumina, polishing

properties close to those of the shield layer in magnetoresistance effect

heads and the component materials (permalloy and so on) of the

magnetic poles of inductive heads. Thus by means of mechanical

1 0 polishing of the ABS, the end surface on the side opposing the magnetic

recording media of the thin film magnetic head element is flattened over

multiple component layers. Hence this invention can be especially

advantageous in the case of magnetic head elements using such

component materials.

15 In cases where the depth of the MR element changes with the

width direction, the stripe height in this invention is the maximum depth

within the effective region for magnetic field detection.

Below embodiments of the invention are explained, referring to the

drawings.

20 Figures 1 to 3 show the magnetic head device 1 of an embodiment

of this invention. The magnetic head device 1 is constructed by the

formation by layering of a thin film magnetic head element 3, consisting of
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multiple component layers, on the surface on one side of a slider

(substrate) 2, that is, on the trailing-side surface. The element 3 is

constructed by layering vertically in an integrated manner a

magnetoresistance effect head for reproduction 4 (a magnetic

5 reproduction element part principally comprised of a magnetoresistance

effect element 5) and an inductive head for recording 6 (a magnetic

recording element part principally comprised of an electromagnetic coil 7

and upper and lower magnetic poles 8, 9).

The magnetoresistance effect head 4 is constructed by layering in

10 order, on top of an AITiC substrate 2 (AI 2CyTiC substrate) on the surface

of which is layered an undercoat 10 consisting of a nonmagnetic material,

a lower magnetic shield layer 1 1 consisting of a soft magnetic material; a

lower-half gap layer 12 consisting of a nonmagnetic material; a

magnetoresistance effect element film 5 the electrical resistance of which

1 5 changes in response to an external magnetic field; an electrode layer 1

3

connected to both ends of the film 5; an upper-half gap layer 14 consisting

of a nonmagnetic material; and an upper magnetic shield layer 8

consisting of a soft magnetic material.

As the component materials of each layer, for example, alumina

20 (Al
20 3 )

can be used as the undercoat 10; permalloy (NiFe alloy), FeAl

alloy, or a Co-base amorphous alloy as the magnetic shield layers 8,11;

aluminum nitride (AIN) or aluminum nitrate (AIN03) as the magnetic gap


